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Upcoming Events
Range News: Lots to report:

Banquet set for Feb. 24, 2018

VP Larry Haywood got the rifle shed stained - it's beautiful. Joe
Covey and Jim Hanson have helped a lot with moving gravel
with bobcat and tractor. Larry, Rick Brzozowski, Zach Moore
are working on plans for a safety baffle on rifle range.
Equipment operators (and new members) Boone Badda and
Terry Winter did a ton of work at the work party > re-graded
pad for pistol sheds, rebuilt 125 yd berm for expansion of rifle
range, holes dug for safety baffle posts on rifle range, re-grade
driveway and spread gravel on archery range, holes dug for
3 future trap houses. Thanks to Pam Winter for working with
Mark and researching trap range set up. We had a good
turnout for the work party and we got the rest of the available
tires onto the pistol berm (need more semi-truck tires). Also, a
lot of gravel was spread around the bases of the archery
sheds. Thanks Crew. Steve worked on fence repair at gate
and down Hayward Hill Rd. Larry, Jerry Rockey, and Steve
framed inside rifle shed for sound tiles on Monday. They, plus
Terry Winter and Tad Pierce started installing the tiles on
Wednesday. Finally, thanks again to Doug for installing the
cease fire alarm and the spring at the gate.
President Mark Bennett and RSO Doug Sargent oversaw the
first public sight-in day on Sunday Oct. 1st. They report not a
lot of takers but they were busy working with members who
came to shoot. This next weekend, Oct. 7 & 8 will be open for
public to come in and sight in their rifles - 8 am to 4 pm.
So, are we having fun yet?
News Bits:

- Expect to see club officers present more often at the range. Please proudly
display your membership cards upon request. Do Not share gate combo with
any non-members and always keep gate closed and locked.
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2018 Raffle tickets now available. Send check or
money order to: CF&S Club, PO Box 424, Cle Elum
98922. Specify how many tickets @ $5 you want sent
to you. Prizes: 24-gun safe, Win. XPR bolt action in .300
Win Mag, Mossberg 500 pump 12 ga., Diamond
Infinity Rt hand compound bow.
Steve Rogers, Editor
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